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Sensitivity Distributions of EEG
and MEG Measurements

Jaakko Malmivuo,* Senior Member,lEEE, Veikko Suihko, and Hannu Eskola

Arrrracr-It is generaly b€liev€d that b€caus€ th€ skull ha3 lov
condudivity to el€ctric currc but is traDsparcnt to magnetic
felds, the measurcmeot sersitivity of the magnetoemephalogra-
phy OIEG) in the brain rcgion should be mor€ conce rated than
that of the €l€ctro€nc€phalogrsphy (f,EG). Ii is ,Iso b€li€ved that
thc information recorded by these technrques is very differ€nl
If this wele indeed the ca!€, it might b€ possibl€ to justify
drc cost of MEG instruE€rtation which is at ltlst 25 tim€s
higher ih.n that of EEG instrum€ ation Th€ localization of
measur€m€nt s€Dsitivity using thes€ techniqu$ was evaluated
qu3 itatively in an inhomogercous sph€rical h€ad model using
a ne!, concept called hrlf-s€nsitivity volrm€ (HSV). It is shown
thrt the plalrar gradiometer has a far smrller HSV than the axial
$adio reter, However, using lhe EEG it is possibl€ to achi€v€
even smal€r ESv's than with whole-h€sd plsmr grsdiom€t€r
MEG devices. Th€ micro-sup€rconductins qua um intErf€Ence
device (SQUID) MEG devicc do€s have ESv's coDpaiable to
thos€ ofthe EEG. The scnsitivi8 distributiotr ofplanar sradiome-
ters, how€ver, dosely Esembler that of dipolar EEG leads an4
drcrcfore, th€ MEG and EEG rccord th€ €l€ctric rctivity of the
brain ir . very similar wry.

Idex Ten $- BioEletlfomagn€tism, el€ctroemephalography,
magrcto€nc€phalography.

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

If IFCN elecEically active tissue produces a bioelectrlc

f! naa. ,t simultaneousl) produces a biomagnetic field.
Thus, the origin oI both the bioelectric and the biomagnetic
signals is the bioelectric activity of the tissue.

Magnetic detection of the bioelectdc activity introduces
bc{'h technical and bioelectromagnetic dffirences compared to
the electric method. One technical advaDtage of the magnetic
meihod is that biornagnetic signals may be dete.ted without
attachinB electrodes to the skin. Fuithermore, superconducting
SQUID detectoN are capable of detecting dc currents. On
the other hand, biorEgnetic technology needs, especially in
brain studies, very expensive instrumentation and a magnet-
ically shielded room. Their cost is at least 25 times that of
electroencephalograpby (EEG) instrumentation [24].

Bioelectromagnetic differehces tnclude differences in the
information contents of the electric and magnetic signals and in
the abilities of these methods to concentrate their measurement
sensitivity or to localize electric sources.
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The relative merits of the EEG and magnetoencephalogra-
phy (MEG) have been a subject of very controversial discus-
sion including articles on scientific experiments [2], [4], [6],
scientiflc discussions [24], and editorial articles [5]. with lhis
paper we parti€ipate in this discussion. The results of this paper

are calculated on the basis of the theory we have published
previously I l1] u3l, [2t].

II. BIoELECTRoMAGNEflC BACKGRoLTND

A, The Concept of laad FieA

The bioelectromagnetic differences between EEG and MEG
may be explained by the different sensitivity disnibutions
of elecfiic and magnetic measurement methods u3]. we
have used &e lead fleld approach to calculate the sensitivity
distributions of the EEG and MEG leads. The lead field is
an electric current field in tbe volume conductor generated
by feeding a unit current to the lead. (Because the volume
conductor is not superconducting, in magnetic leads an alter-
nating current having a unit time derivative is used.) According
to the recipmcity theorem of HeLrholtz [9], the current field
prcduced in this manner in the volume conductor is identical
to the distribution of tbe sensitivity of the lead.

B. Differchces i the lnfomatio Conte ts

of the EEG and the MEG

The initially optimistic view of tbe new information con-
tent of magnetic recordings was basql on consideration of
Helmholtz's theorem which states]. "4 general vecbr rted,
which vanishes at infinity, d1n be represented as the sum of
ovo independent vector fields; one that i! irrotational (zero

curl) and another \ahkh is solenoidal (zem divergence)." Tlrcse
vector fields are often rcfered ta as the "flore source" and the
"vo rtex so urce," respectively.

In an idealized case wherc the head is modeled witb
coocentric conducting spheres it can be shown that the electric
fleld generated by the current sources of the brain arises

fiom a flow source and the associated magnetic 6eld from a

vortex source. ID the beginning of biomagnetic rcsearch il was
believed that because of the Helmholtz theorem, these two
fields are independent and tlrat as much new informatiod can
be obtained ftom magnetic recordings as is already Eesent
in electric rccordings. However, experimeDtal studies have
demonstrated tiat these signajs look very much the same and
are not fully independent. This apparent contradiction can be
resolved in the following way [l3].
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The sensitivity of a lead system which detects the dipo-
lar term of tbe flow source consists of three orlhogonal
components, each of which is linear and homogeneous. The
orthogonality means that none of them can be obtained ar a
linear combination of the otler two. Thus, tle three sensitiv-
ity disfibutions are fully independent. Ho\rever, the electdc
signals each lead records cannot be completely independent
because eacb represents a differcnt aspect of the same volume

Similarly, the sensitivity distribution of a lead sysrem for the
detection of the dipolar teml of the voflex source also has thfte
orthogonal components. Each comlrcnent can be represented
by a set of concentrlc circles such that the lead sensitivity
is always tangential to lhe syrfinetry axis. The magnitude
of the sensitivity is proportional to the radial distance from
lhe synnnetry axis. Again, because the sensitivity distributions
of these thrce components are orthogonal, none of them can
b€ constructed as a linear combination of the other two.
Thus, all three magnetic sensitiviry distributions are also fully
independent. However, as before, the thlee signals detected
by th€ magnetic leads arc not fully independent because each

rcpresents a different aspect of the same volume source.
It is now possible to resolve the paradox involving

Helmholtz's Theorem. What the Helnholtz Theorem expresses

is not the independence of electdc and magnetic signals,
but the independence of the sensitiviry distibutions of lrc
recordings of the flow and vorirex souces, i.e., the electric
and magnetic lead fields. It indicates that the three electric
Iead flelds are orthogonal to the three magnetic lead fields.
However, the six signals, measured by the dipolar electric alld
magnetic leads cannot be completely independent as they all
arise due to different aspects of the underlying current source
where the activation of the cells is strongly interconnected.l
On the other hand, if the sensitiviry distdbutions of two
detection methods regardless of whether they are electric or
magnetic-are identical in the source region, lhe signals and
dEir information contents are also identical.

C. AbiLity of a lrad to Concentrate lts Measarcment SensitivitJ

Although the geometric form of certain electric and mag-
netic leads might be similar, if one of these had its measufe-
menr sensiuvity concentrated rn a smaller reglon. i.e.. were
capable of measuring a souce region with smaller dimensions
or of tocal;ing an equivalent dipole with better accwacy, it
would be coDsidered superior for bmin research.

Localization of a soulce is not possible with a lead whose
sensitivity is homogeneously distributEd. Sucb a lead can be
used only for determining the magnitude and orientation of
the source. Therefore, the electric and also magnetic leads
used for localizing the souce have forms different from those
described in the previous section.

rwe may illustrate this principle with a m@hdical aDalog: Thougb we
Iive in a *re€{imensional world, tie eorene of a body is not resEicied
to movemnt itr tbrce dimensions. In addition to the lm.dr novetun! i tte
di@tions of the the c@rdimte des, a body My also /atar. eund tbese
tbE @udiaale aaes. These six direcnons e dumaly in.lepede.t and arc
aralogous to Oe ensitivily distributions of the mqNemdr of dipold electric

(c) (d)

Fig. L Measurement confisurations ad dimensions for elecric md mB'
nedc leads: (a) two€lectrode eletric Lad, (b) thrce+lairode elecEic lead,
(c) di.I Eradiomete., od (d) plane sEdiooete.

D. Applicatio of the Resuhs to Ebctic
and Magnetic Stimulatio

Because of reciprocity, the sensitivity distributions of elec-
tdc and magnetic leads can be directly applied to electric and
magnetic stimulation. In that case the sensitivity distributions
can be understood as srimulation energy distdbutions. This is
easy to undemtand because what is done when calculating the
lead fields is actually feeding a unit cunent to the lead which
can be t-bouBht of a\ a stimulalrng currenr.

In practice the physical dimensions of the coils in magnetic
stimulation are much Iarger than those used in measuring
the biomagnetic fields. Therefore, the results of this paper
concemed with the calculations of magnetic lead fields arc
not as dircctly applicable to stimulation problems as are those
of the electric lead fields.

III. IiIxTEoDs

A. The Concept of Half-Sensitiyiry VoLume

To investigate the EEG and MEG detectorc' ability to
concentrate their measurement sensitivity we use the concept
half sensitivitt volune (HSV). The HSV is the volume of
the source region in which the magnitude of the detector's
sensitivity is more than one hall of its maximum value in the
source region [13]. If a source is homogeneously distributed.
the smaller the HSV is, the smaller is the rcgion from which
the detector's signal oiginates.

In compming the EEG and MEG dctcctors'merits the
criterion has usually been either their accuracy in localizing a
source dipole or in differcntiating between two nea$y dipoles
[23]. ln a clinical measurement, however, a neurologist is
interested in measuring the electic activity of brain tissue from
a limitedregion. That is a volume souce, nota discrete dipole.
These are, of course, mathematically related concepts.

B. Head Model

Lead f,elds fol the EEG and MEG leads were calculated
in the spherical head model introduced by Rush and Driscoll
[f7], Fig- 2(a)- It includes three concentric sphe.es with t]e
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(c)

Fig. 2. The EEG lead 6elds for rqo+lecuode leaG wilh (a) 180", (b) 60", ad {c) 20o eleilode sepeations. The thin solirl lines rcpes{t the lead ield
curent flow lines. The ddhed lines repreent the isosensitiviry surfaes. Tlte HSV s N shown with shading.

ll

radii ?i = 9.2cm,?" = 8.5 cm, and r, = 8 cm bounding
the regions of the scalp, skull, and brain, respectively. The
conductivities of the scalp and brain regions a& ot = o, =
0.45 (Ocm)-I and that of the sL:ull is 80 times smaller, being
o, - 0.0056 (Qcm)-l. When evaluating the effect of the
distance between the co4ex and the skull on dle HSV'S and the

maximum sensitivities we used a model with four concentdc
spheres. Then the mdius of the sphere bounding the bmin
was e, = ?.8 cm and 7.6 cm. The sphere rcpresenting the

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) had thrce limes the conductivity
of the brain and the scalp, being o. : 1.35 (Qcm)-I. This
relative value ol the conductivity of CSF has been generally
used in modeling work as in [l], t171, and tl9l. Though the
absolute values of the conductivities in those works differ
f.om those oi the original paper of Rush and Driscofl u7],
tbe conductivity ratios arc the same. The results of this paper

depend only on the conductivity ratio (excluding the absolute

value of the maximum sensitivities).

(b)G)

ill
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Fis. 3. The EEG lad 6eld for a thr@-el@Eode lqd.

A spherical model was selected because of its mathematical
simplicity and because it may be considercd accurate in a

limited region. For coils which are coaxial with dre spherical
model, the lead fields in the brain region are not affected by
the inhomogeneities of the model due to cylindrical symmetry.
The equations for calculating electric lead fields and half
sensitivity volumes in a tbur concentric spheres model is given
in tle Appendix.

C. Electric Leads

The electrodes were assumed to be point elec[odes. The
difference in results between point electrodes and real EEG
electrodes with a radius of a few millimeters was found !o
b€ negligible [22]. The electric leads included two- and thrce
electrode leads. In the three-electrode leads, the third electrode
was added midway between the two other electrodes form-
ing one terminal, and the lateral electrodes werc connected
together to form the other teminal. (High input impedance
amplifiers are, of course, needed after the elecfodes before the
connection is made.) This electrode configuration prcduces a
more radially oriented sensitivity distribution.

For EEG leads, the HSV was calcuiated as a function of
elecEode separation, Fig. 1(a) and (b). The electrode sepa
mtion is expressed as an angle between the electrodes in the
spherical model or as a distance along lhe surlace of the model.

The equations ior calculating the electric lead felds and
HSV'S can be found from [16], [l7], 121), and [221.

D. Existing MEG Measuremeht Slste s

In biomagnetic mealurements two kind of detecton are
used. These are axial and, planar gr^diornete$.

Two different kinds of measurement systems arc used in the
most advarced MEG experiments. Clinical-qpe measurements

Fig. :1. The lead field for d dial Dasncromelq wirh l0-Im coil adius dd
20-mm rneasureme disEnce Aom rhe scalp. The lead ield. showtr wilh rhir
sotid lines, is evdywberc l4sential to the head model and circulales around
tne synneiry ais which is <lrawn as a Oick d6hed line. Tte sensidviry is
ztro on l|e symry di6 ud it is, th@forq catled tbe aro seGiiirity Iine.
The Oin dashed li.es rQrcse rhe isosensitivjty sDrfacs.

are made with a wrol? l, ead mapping system which has a very
large number of channels (more than 100) in a helmet-like
dewar. Regardless of whether the detectors in the whole
head system are axial or planar gradiometers, differences
between signals from adjoining channels are usually caiculated
during signal analysis. Thus, multichannel axial gradiometer
systems actually operate like planar gradiomeiers- The coil
radii in whole-head systems are usually about 10 mm. The
measurement distance of the coils fiom the scalp is at least
20 mm and, because patients have different head sizes, it may
oftcn be considerably larger.

Another important MEG instrumenl design is the mrcro-
SOUTD [3] in which the detector coil is situated in the vacuum
space allowing measutements at very small measurement
distances, being down to 1.5 mm from the scalp. The coil
radius is approximately 1 to 2 mm. Such a device has only a
few channels and it can be used only in a limited region of
the head at a time.

E. MaSnetic laads

ln otrr calculations lhe Lxial gradiometer coil mdius was
10 mm. The distance of the detector coil from the scalp was
20 rnm, being thus 32 mm from the surface of the brain.
These dimensions are typical of whole-head multichannel
MEG devices. The HSV was calculated as a function of the
baseline (coil separation in the radial dirccdon), Fig. 1(c).



(a) {b)

Fig. 5. The lod field for a plaftr gadiometer with lo'mm coil radii md 20 m bseline shoM in two ploei: (a) in the plane of the coil des md (lr)
i. lhe plane rorml ro that. The approximEd lad neld is shown wi(h thin solid lines. It is every{here tegential to tbe head model and hd a quadDpolar
fom. Tne thin dashed lins rcpresent the iso*nsitivity surfaes. The thicl( ddhed line is the ero sensiuvity line.

In MEG measurement devices the baselines usually vary
between 30 and 100 mm. As discussed above. multichannel
MEG devices built ftom axial gmdiometers actually operate as

planar gradiometers. Therefore, these calculations have more

theoretical than practical value.
h tlle planar gradiomerdr calculations the coil mdius was

either l0 mln or I inm. For the lo-mm coil the measulement

distance from the scalp was 20 rrun, represendng the whole-
head MEG devices. The 1-mm coil radius represents the

micro-SQtflD device. For dre measurement distance, values
between 20 mm and 0 rnm were used. Th€ 0-mm drstance is

a theoretical minimum which is impossible to achieve with
a superconducting device. Decreasing the coil radius below
I run would not signifcantly change the shape of the lead field
at the measurement distances used u3l. The HSV was again

calculated as a function of the baseline, Fig. l(d). The coils
were coaxial with the spherical head model and the baseline

could be expressed as an angle between the coils or distance
along the scalp. The equations for calculating the magnetic
lead fields are found from tlol, tlU, and tl3l.

IV. RESLTLTS

A. The Forms of the Lead Fieut ol
Electric and Magnetk: IzalJs

The lead fields fo w.r-electrode baAs with 180", 60", and
20o elecfiode sepamtions arc shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c).

The lead fields are displayed with lead field curent flow lines

IEDE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMEDICAL ENGINEI]RINC, VOL, .I4. NO, 3, MARCH ]99?

(thin solid lines).2 The illusuation also includes the isosen-
sitivity lines (dashed lines). The HSv's are indicated with
shading. The insulating effect of the skull causes the sensitivity
to distribute quite homogeneously within the brain region. At
Iarge electrode separations the sensitivity is directed mainly
radially and at small electrode distances mainly tangentially
to the head.

The Iead field fot the thrce-elcctrodc leal is presented in
Fig. 3. The sensitivity is mainly mdial undemeath the central

elec[ode in the rcgion of the HSV. This holds Eue at all
elecEode separations although the lead field curent flow lines
spread rnore when the electrode sepa&tion is small. Wllen the
sepamtion of th€ distal electrodes in the three-elecffode lead
reaches 360o, it is identical to the two-electode lead with
180o elecuode sepamtion.

Fig. 4 illusfiates the lead field fot ai axial gradiometer. ll
has a tangential sensitivity distribution tbtroughout the brain
region. The sensitivity is zero at the sytunetry axis, This is

called aero sensitivity line [8] and it is represented by a thick
dashed line. The sensitivity iDcreases ar a function of the mdial
distance from the symmeuy axis.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) illusaates the form of the lead field for
a planar Bradiometer in two onhogonal planes. Because all

'?NoLe 
rlal i. addtioo to rcprc*nling the path of cenatu elect ons, the lead

field cure lines rcpEsent the cure density. Thus, the space betw@ two
lin$ represe.ts , ceitain mount of ctrrent Beause lhe voluDe conductor
hicloess is lrlBd iD the mter, the curetrt dosity decrc€le8 nore than it
would deoease only on rhe b is of ils width. Thereforq sotne of the lin€s
ha!€ to erd in the voltrEe conduclor rcgion. lf the th,ckness of fie vobne
conductq we(e coostant, all current lines wotrld be @ntiauour.
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TABLE I
HSV oF Two. lm TtsRE-ELECTRoDE EEG LIos Am AXAL aND EAN^R
GRADToM!'rER MEC t-EADs 1{ur /, = 20 m. r = 10 lm crvFj N tcm3l

TABLE II
HSV oF PLANAI GR-{DroMElERs [TrH /r =0 .20frn, r = I m GIvENr,\ tcErl

TABLE III
EFrEtr oF SKT,LL CoM)UcIvB oN rlE HSV oF TwG rM
TrIm-r{-rcRoDE EEG l-r"ADS HSv's ARE CnrN N tcn3l

wrH (1/80) ,6 ND (l/100) o, SxrrLL CoN,r,ucrvrrEs

(a)

Fig. 6. Tl'e lead neH for a pland gradiometer in a pl&e a disiance oI
(a) one-coil radius md (b) rbree-coil Edii ftom rhe coil plme- I. (b) the lead
neld cureni density vecto$ de m riplied by factor of 7.2, conpded to (a) to
mrke lhem observable. This BUII is calculaled for an innniie homoEcneons

(b)

magnetic leads in sphedcal volume conductors are tangentially
oiented, the planar gadiometer also has a sensitivity distsibu-
tion tangential to the spherical head model surface. Because the
coil configuration is quadrupolar when the baseline is small,
the sensitivity has its mardhum value under the corlmon cen-
ter of the two coils. The sensitivity is linear in the rcgion of the
HSV. In Fig.6 this is illustrated wirh lead sensitivity vectors
calculated in an infinite homogeneous volume conductor at
t',ro planes [l4], [l5].

With electric leads it is possible to detect both radiatly and
tangentially oriented sources. Because the lead field flow lines
of all magnetic leads arc always tangenlial to the spherical
volume conductor, the magnetic leads detect only sources ori-
ented tangentia.lly to the head. Thus, frcm the tkee orthogonal
components of every source, all thrce can be detected with
el€ctic leads, but only the two tangential ones can be detected
with magnetic leads; see Fig.7.

B. Hary-Sensitivity Uolumes of Electfic a d Magnetic lzads

1) Dkplay of the Resubr. The HSV'6 for electdc and mag-
netic leads are displayed as a function of detector separation in
Fig. 8. The detector separatioD is given both in degrces and in
circumferential distance on the scalp. For axial gradiometers
the baseline is given on tle same separation scale, though the

Fig- 7. The EEG i! wnsitive to all tbe thre componeot! of d1e elecric
acriviry oI ahe bEin. The MEG is sensirive only to the two tdgmti.l

distance between the coils is not measured along the scalp but
in the radial dircction. The HSV'S are given in cm3 of bmin
region volume. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the results for baselines
00-180". The most interesting region, that where the baselines
are 0'-20o, is illustrated in Fig. 8(b).

2) Half-Sensititi\j Volumes in the Standard Head Model:
Wi t lE two-electrodc lead at l" separation an HSV of 1.2
cm3 is obtained. Then it increases as a function of separation,
having its maximum at about 600 separation. Fmm there it
decreases slightly, being 25 cm3 at 180" separation; see Fig. 8
and Table I.

At small basetnes the HSV of the three electrode lead is
0.2 cm3, i.e., l/6 ofthe two-electrode lead. The HSV increases
monotonically as a function of electrode sepa&tion. When tbe
electoale separation reaches 180' tie HSV is equal to that of
the two-electrode arrangement,

G:adioheLer .orl dlsran.G h

.,0
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( lnnersphere volume = 683 cm3 )EEG/MEG Half -sensrtivity volume
lcm j

60 1 Coil
€-

1t
, ro mm

h=20mm"- '

2 Eleclrodes

-- 3 El""ttod""

90

I

150

120 150+ Io ] 180

200 2s0 tmm l
Eleckode/coil separalion

(a)

20 [mm]go
Elecirode/coil separalion

(t)

Fig. E. (a) The HSV} of tpe dd tkee+lectrode EEc-leads and a\ial and plan gmdiometeB- The gradioreters iave a mmurem t distance of 20 lm
ftom the scalp and coil radii of l0 mm. Arrows indicarc ihe elecEode drsonces for a 2l+lectrode EEG system {d = 72 mm ) od a elecdode systen having
an elecEo.le dis&n@ of half of that (d = 36 Im). The nost interesting .esion where the electrode distaoce/Bradiometer bNeline is 0o 20" is magnined.
(b) fte HSv's of rwo dd threile.trode EEG leads ed pldd giadiodeters for etetrode disGnce/sradio@ter bdeline 0'-20". The eradiometus hav€
coil adii of 10 tm ad 1 tm. The m*urcmat distance for the 10-tm coil is 20 Im. For the I Im coil the mea$rement distances aie 20. 15, 10, 5.
and 0 Dm (Th. axial sEdiometer baseline is not connensurabte with the planar gradioneEr baseline and the EEG lead separarion. bur for simplicity
the HSV of the dial Sradioreer is plot€d iD the same c@rdioais.)

This region magnitied
in Figures 88 and I

EEG/MEG Half-sonsitivity volume

( lnnersphere volume = 683 cm" )

Planar gradiomeler
h=20mm r=10

#

g"/
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MAI-MIVUO d, ,l: SENSITMTY DISTRIBUTIONS OF Em AND MEG MEASURtrMENTS

FiB.g. Tbe etreci of skull contudivity oo the HSV'S of the twe od
thr@dectlode EEG leads. The resDlrs are calculated wilh skull conductiviti6
of (l/80)r, and (l/E0),6 where o6 is the coducririry of bmin (ad scalp)-

The HSV of an a.xial Bradiometer with L = 20 mm and
7 : 10 nrm has its minimum at minimum coil separation and
incrcases as a function of coil sepmation, approaching lhat of a

single coil r[agnetometer. At I .6-mm coil separation, the HSV
of the axial gradiometer is 22 cm3; see Table I. At 3OO-mm
coil sepaGtion, it is 6l cm3.

At small coil separations the HSV of a planar gradiometer
with ,: 20 mm and r' = 10 mm is much smaller than that
oI the axial gradiometer, being 3.4 cm3 at 10 coil sepamtion,
as shown in Table I. At larger than about 20' sepamtion the
planar gradiometer HSV starts to inqease rapidly and at very
lrrge separation it is about twice that of the axial gmdiometer.

Decreasing the planm gmdiometer coil mdius to r = I
mm deqeases the HSV at l" coil separation apFoximately
2O'/a to 2.7 cm3, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b) aitd Table II.
Decrcasing the measurement distance to /, = 15, 10, 5, and
0 mm decreases the HSV at 10 coil separation to 1.7,0,97,
0.48 and 0.16 cm3, respectively. As discussed earlier, the
measurement distance L : 0 mm cannot be achieved with
superconducting technology, but it represents the theoretical
minimum measuement distance.

3) Effect of Skull Conductivity on the Half-Sensitiyit! Uol-
,lmer. Some uncertainty exists in the litemure conceming tbe
conductivity of the skull. We investigated the effect of rhe skull
conductivity on the HSV'S of the electric leads by decleasing
i by 25qa irom l/80 to l/100 times the conductiviries of
the bIain and the scalp. These results are illustrated in Fig. 9
and Table trL Below 50 elecfode separation, its effect on the
HSV was marginal. At 20o electrode separation the HSV was
inueased only about 10%.

In a spherical model the skull conductivity does not have
any effect on the lead, fields of the magnetic leads.

4) Effect of the Distaace Betu)een the Cortex and the Skull on
the Holf-Se sitiviry Uolnrnes, ln the real head the cortex does

Eleclrode/coil ssparation

Fig. 10. The etre.1of tbe disr,nce of the cortex Aom rhe sLull on the HSV s
of ele.ric ald mgEtic leads. The HSV'S of rwo- and three-el@uode elecnic
lads. TIle HSV} of two- and three-el@tlode elenic ler.ls and of plur tud
uial grrdioneers ptotted d a tuncrio ofel4r.ode distance/gndiomter coil
sep@don. The rcsultr de cdcular€d for 0-lm. 2-lm, and +lM distaaces
betwe€n skul md conex.

not touch the skull, but there is a space flled by cerebrospinal
fluid. We investigated the effect of tie distance between the
cortex and the skull (i.e., the cerebrospinal fluid) by using
values 0 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm to represent this distance. We
used for the cerebrospinal fluid the conductivity of three times
that of the brain, being a" : 74-Q cm. The coresponding
HSV's for the electric and magnetic leads are shown in
Fig. 10 and Table IV. The effect is quite remarkable in the
ekctric leads. At 1o separation the 2- add 4-mm distances
rnagnified the HSV by facors of 2;7 and 4.4 for the two-
electrode lead and by factors 2.4 and 3.5 for the tlree-elecbode
Iead, respectively. When the separation increases, the relative
increase of the HSV deqeases. In Table IV we have also given
the HSV's calculated with the same CSF conductivity as that
of the bmin to give the readet a possibility to estimate the
effect of the CSF conductivity.

As shown in Fig. l0 and Table V, in the maSnetic leads the
effect is smaller. (Because tie venical scale in Fig. 10 is the
same as in Figs- 9 and 8, the HSV'S of the axial giadiometer at

Imm ] 30
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TABLE IV
EFf! T oF THE DISTANCE BE1r*EEN 1r[ CoRTEx AND Tl[ S(t,[ m E HSV oF TwG AND TtsREE EI,Ei]RoDE EEG LEAI)S. HSVS Am

GrvEN r,\ tctu3l FoR GIm, 2 lm, AM +Im DrsrNcEs BEr\rEEr rrlE C0R1E{ Ar\D TlD S(LrL. CoNDuc.rvrr oFT CSF
Is ,. = 1.35 (Ocm) I BE1NG TlfiEE Ttr{Es THAr oFrHE BknN 

^\D 
ScALp. REsrrars Ap€ Arso CArcuL{rrD FoR ,. = dr = o,

2 electrode EEG 3 electrode EEG

o. = 1.35 o, = 0.45 o. = 1.35 o = 0.45

2m 2m
2A" 8.0 15. 5 24.6 11 14 .3 2.4 4 -1 5.9 3.6 4.5

10" 5.9 8.6 4.1 5.7 0.61 1_5 2-0 t -2 1.5

5' 1.5 3.8 6-1 2.4 3.9 c.3 a. 1? 0-98 0-51 0-l,
1. 3 -2 2.0 o .14 0. rl

EEG Marimum senstivrly J,! lAJm'?l
150

1,r0 2 Eleclodes

EEG Maximum sensitivity
120 r JLE I A/m']

30

50

60

100

100

80

60

40

20

0

90

i50
1?a iso ]ollso
200 250 Imml

Erectrode separalion

(b)

Fig. I L The mimum sensiddy of (a) the iwo- od thr@-electrode EEG
leads aDd (b) the MEG lqds of arial dd plane gradiomeles with coil Edii
of 10 tm ploried d a tunction ol elecuode disrance/gradioneEr sep&ation.

2- and 4-mm distance between the cortex and the sL:ull did not
ft to the figure and they can be found only from Table V.) At
I'separation the 2- and 4-mm distances magnified the HSV by
facto$ ol 1.07 and 1.2 ior the planar gradiometer lead and by
factors 1.2 and 1.3 for the ardal gradiometer lcad, respectively.
When the separation increases the rclative increase of the HSV

0 10 20 [mm]30
Electrode separation

Fig. 12. The effect of tne skull conductivity on the ffiimtrm sensitivity
of l,he tro' and hre€4lectrode EEGIeads. TIe results are calculared wirh
skuU conductivilies of (l/80)d, dd (1/100)0, wherc d6 is the conducriviry

slighdy decreases. (The CSF condDctance does not have any
effect to the HSV in a magDetic lead.)

C. Ma.ximum Sensitivitks of Electric a d Magneric lzads

l) Maximum sensitiyities in the Standard Head Model:
When the electrode sepamtion decreases, the maximum
sensitivity of the elcctric Leads decreases from a maximum
of JLE = l4'7 A/m2 at 180o separarion to 11 A/m2 and 1.5

A"/ml for the two and thrce electrode leads at 10 separation,
respectively. lt rcaches the -3 dB values at about 18.5c and
25o separations, respectively, Fig. ll(a) and Table VI.

The sensitivity of the ma*nctic lcads is illustrated in
Fig. ll(b) and Table Vl. The maximum sensitivity of arial
gradiometers at large coil separation approaches the value
obtained for a single coil magnetometer and is equal to
9.3 pAlm2 - h reaches the -3-dB value at a coil sepamtion
of app.oximately 23 rtun. The planar gradiometer has its
maximum sensitivity at about 30o coil separation and rcaches
the -3-dB value at about 14o separation.

(a)

MEG Maimum sensitivity

l o l180

2s0 [mml30o

3-4 0 .21
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TABLE V
ETFF-''T OF THE DISTNCE BEru€EN TE CORCI AND l]E SKULL ,1rr

Tm TISV OT AXIAL ,4}TD PLANAR GRADIoMflaRS WH ,,, =
20 Im, , = 10 mn. HSv's Allri GrvN sr tcmsl FoR 0-,

2 . ArD +Im DrsrANcEs BEr'wErN rIE CoRrEx lND rrs SKur

120 - J* IA,/m'2l

100

80

60

40

20

0
20 [mm ] 30

Electrode separation

separation the relative decrease is a Iittle smaller, as shown
Fig. 13(b) and Table IX.

EEG I\Iaximum sensitivhy

TABLE VI
MqTMLM SENsrNrnEs oF Two- 

^ND 
Trn E ELECTRoDE EEG .M

OF AXIAI A]\D hANAR GR,{DIOMETTRS Wfts /, = 20 lm. T = IO
lm. SENsrrNrrE\ FoR E ErcRrc LEADS ARr cntsN rN [A/n'1l
wsLE TsEsE F(F nE MarnrEnc LE\DS ARE GrvEN lN InA,h:l

TABLE VII
EFfDcr oF rl! SKUU- CoNDUcIvry oN 1s MdTMUM

SENsrrrvrry oF TwG AND Tr*lE-Er-EcrRoDE EEG LLADS cvEN
Rr IA/m'l wml (i/80)d6 AND (l/100)or SKLaL Cor.DUCrvnEs

0 10 20 [mm]30
Coilseparalion

(b)

Fig. 13. The effecl of the dinarce beiween the conlx od the slull on rl'e
Mimum semidvny of elehic md magnetic leads. (a) Maximum Esitivities
of iwo- dd ibs+lecrrode el@tric lads. (t) Mdimum sensitiviries of planar
Dd uial gmdiofteters. Tbe rssults are calculalcd for 0-m, z-lm, ed +Im
disreces beNeen the conex and the ikuU.

TABLE VIII
EFrFo oF rrE DrsrANcE BEFTEEN rs CoR'rrx AxD rrE SKLTLL oN rHE

MAXMTM SENsrrrvny oF TwG A^o TEIEE ELECRoDE EEG LEADS c^TN rN

[A/d'] FoR DsrANcEs oF 0 m, 2 ,m, AND 4 Im BErw?trx'E Comx
Ar\D rtf sKUu T1€ coNDrrcrNny oF rrE csF d. = 1.35 (Ocm) 1

2) Effect of Skull Conductivity oh the M.Ltimtm Sensitili
ties: Fig.l2 and Table VII illustmte the effect of the skull
conductivity on the maximum sensitivity of the elect c leads
when decreasing its yalne by 25 . At lo baseline the maxi-
mum sensitivity of two- and three-electrode EEG'S decreases
sofite lsEa, at 20" baseline the decrease is about 1870.

In a spherical model the skull conductivity does not have
any effect on the maximum sensitivity of the ,ragnetic leads.

3) Effect of the Distance Between tfu Corte, and the Skull
oh the Maximum Sensitivities: At lo separation, changing the

dlstance between the cortex and the skull ftom o-mm to 2-
and 4-mm, decreases the maximum sensitivity of heo-electrod"
lead soDre 48% and 65% and tbree-elechode lead some 64%
and 79%, respectively. At 20o separation, the relative dedease
is smaller: see Fig. 13(a) and Table VIII.

In the same situarion the maximum sensitivity of arial
graliomeer deqeases some 16% and 29% sdld. that of pla-
nar gradiometer some mqo Nd 33%, respectively. At 20o

tr,lEG Maximu m sensitivity
20I J* [nA/m'?]

h=20;;,r=10mm



TABLE IX
EFEcr oF m Drs.NcE BEr{m rm CoRrF.r AND ns SKrrrl. oN TrE

MAxrMrM SENsnrvrry oF AxrAr AND I'L.aNAR GLADToMETERS wrrH n = 20
mm, r = l0 m CrvNN InA/m'lFoR DsrANcEs 0 mm.2 tm. AND4 m
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D. Effect of the Parametefi of the Head Model

A given percentage change in the conductivity of the
skull causes a smaller percentage change in the maximum
sensitivities and HSV'S of the electic leads. On the magnetic
leads it does not have any effect. Thus, changing the skull
conductivity is not an important factor.

The distance between the co(ex and the skull, i.e., the effect
of the cerebrospinal fluid, has a large effect on the results. It
mates the HSV'S larger and the signal amplitudes smaller in
both electric and magnetic leads. The effect on HSV is larger
in electric leads than it is in rnagnetic leads.

VL CoNCLUSToN

Our theoretical analysis shows lhe lbllowing.
1) With the EEG iI is possible to record the electlic activity

of the brain from a more concentratcd rcgion than with
the MEG.

2) The sensitivity distributions of such MEG Ieads which
have small HSV'S (planar gadiometers) resemble very
much those of dipolar EEG leads and, therefore, they
record the elect c activity of lhe brain in a very similar
way.

3) The effect of head-model parameters is either small or
at least similar in both EEG and MEG leads.

Furthermore. it is known that the EEG can record the three
onhogonal components of the elect c sources in the conex,
but the MEG can record only the two tangential ones.

ln biomagnetic research, recordings are not consistently
compared with corresponding electric recordings. Therefore,
it is not usually shown tiat the results obtained with magnetic
methods could have been obtained equally well or even
more accurately with electdc methods. To assess the clinical
diagnostic value of the MEG and to be able to justify its much
higher p.ice compared with elect c methods, MEG studies
should be peformed pamllel witi EEC studies.

APPENDIX

EQUATIONS FOR CAICUT-ATINC ELECTRIC LEAD
FIELDS AND HAt-F-SENSITIvlry VoLUMES

IN A FOUR CONCENTRIC-SPHERES MODEL

Assuming solution of the form V - .l(r)g(0lh(4,) Lhe

general solution can be shown to be [17]

v(r.0, th) : >: >a (An, cos mO + Bn,slnnl|)
,=02.=0
.(C-r^ + D-r-1"+t\P;1(cos A) (A.1)

where Pf'(cos/) is the associated Legendre polynomial of
the first kind. The coefficients A-,B^,C", and Dn are

determined from boundary conditions.
For any arbiEary placement of the electrodes on the surface

of the outer sphere, the coordinate system can always be ori-
ented in such way that q, will have only even symmetry about

d = 0. Thus. the coefficients ofsiurn{ will be zerc. Constani
terms representing uniform fields will be neglected and term
, |-('+r) will be omitted in the innermost sphere (bmin),

PIanar q Ujionc L.r

V. DISCUSSIoN

A. Forms of the lzad Fieds

The radially oriented lead field of a single electrode electric
lead cannot be synthesized with any magnetic leads, Similarly,
the vortex-form lead field of an axial gradiomerer cannot be

synthesized with any electric leads. Thus, these leads give most
complementary information aboul the electric sources of the

brain. However, the axial gradiometer has very large HSV, as

seen ftom Fig. 8(a), and i1s signal is thus a spatial average

irom a large region of the brain. Therefore, it has very low
clinical value.

Witb sho( electrode and coil sepamtions, respectively, the

lead fields of the two-electrode lead and the planar gradiometer

closely resemble each othe(. Thus. the information from these

leads is most redundant.

B. Har-Sensitiv ity Volumes

Despite the diffusing effect of the skull, the electric Ieads

have smaller HSV'S than the typical whole-head MEG sys-
tems. Even with the smallest possible coil separations, the
planar gradiometer requires recording distances of 12 mm or
less to reach the HSV of the two-elecuode EEC lead. The
thrce-electrode EEc-leads are supeior, having HSV compara-
ble to the theoretical 0 mm micro-SQUID planar gradiometer

measurement distance,

C. Maximum Se sitfuhies

When the electrodes orcoils arc brought closerto each other
the HSV becomes smaller. While this improves the fom of
lhe lead field, it also decreases the sensitivity of the lead.

The important question is whether the si$al arplitude is
acceptable at those separations where the HSV is sufficiently
small.

In electric leads the -3-dB signal amplitude is reached with
Iarger separation than for magnetic leads. This result means

that if identical electrode/coil separations arc used in both
electric and magnetic leads, attemration from the maximum
amplitude with electdc signal is $eater than with the inagnetic
signal. However, because the signal to-noise ratio of the

electric measurcment is much greatff than in the magnetic
one, the elecfic measuremenl is much easier to perform itlso
with shorter electrode separation.



Furthemore, the nomal component of ihe current density
and the potential must be equal everywhere on the correspond-
ing surfaces of inner spheres

o10Qlr")/Ar = o,04,(r,) l0r
o"AQ.lr.)ldr - o.O@ 

"(t") l0r
o"O@ 

"(r 6) / 6r : o 6ao 6Q 6) l dr
oi(1,,) = os(r,)
o,(,") = o.(,.)
o.(,'a) : or,(,r). (A.3)

The boundary conditions give seven equations with seven

The solution for the potential in the brain can be shown to be

oP61(t 1) /Or =0. (A.2)

ut, = IRL A-f'(P.cos dr - P" r:os ds)
n=1

where

1a : reciprccal cunent fed to the electrodes

MAI-MMO .r al.: SENSIIIVIry DISTRIBUTIONS OF EEG AND ME,c MEASURtrMENTS

since the negative powers of I would cause a singularity at
the odgin.

Boundory Conditions: The normal component of the cur-
rent density on the outemost surface must be zero everywherc
except at the elecEodes. In these equations the subscripts have
the following meaning:, = scalp, s = skull, c : CSF, and
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4ri+2"(l +2n)o"x- - 4rl+a"n(o" - o1,)\',

in which

Xn = 1l'n rzro",3n'. *. - t.+a"tl-2" n( o" - o"\L.
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\/n = r2+4nr2+41r2+4n (f+2. _ ri+2")K^
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